WOOD DOOR

NOTES:
1. DRAWING IS NOT TO SCALE.
2. PREPARATION DETAILS ARE IN SUPPLEMENT TO ANSI/BHMA A156.115
3. REFERENCE SPEC SHEET FOR DETAILS TO PREPARE FRAME.
4. ELECTROLYTIC APPLICATIONS, REFER TO MCKINNEY TRANSFER DEVICE
5. WIRE RACEWAY AREAS SHOULD BE FREE OF OBSTRUCTIONS & SHARP EDGES
6. WHERE LABEL SERVICE (I.E. UL, W-H) IS IN EFFECT.
7. INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES (I.E. WDMA, SDI) AND AUTHORIZED METHODS
8. THRU-BOLTING IS EMPLOYED. CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES SHOULD REFLECT
9. MOUNTED) FASTENER HOLDING POWER AND CRUSH RESISTANCE (WHEN
10. DOOR REINFORCEMENT IS RECOMMENDED TO IMPROVE (SURFACE
11. REQUIREMENTS, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
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